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A Message from Andrea

The Changing Landscape of Math Education Part 2
Comparing Multiple Strategies

 
Math education now emphasizes the teaching of multiple
strategies for any given problem. An often asked question is, why?
Why do students need to know so many strategies? If my child has
mastered one, why would she need anymore? These are good
questions and they deserve thoughtful answers.

There are at least three
reasons why it is important
for students to learn multiple
strategies in math. The first,
and perhaps the simplest, is
that we want our students to
be skilled mathematical
thinkers who have self-
confidence in math. We
know that different students
gravitate to different
strategies; knowing a variety
of approaches will help a
student identify which one
works best for her. When we
teach students
mathematics with the philosophy of multiple strategies, we are
teaching them that there isn't only one way to solve a problem;
they not longer have to feel that they either "get it" or they don't.
With multiple strategies, we move them past the barrier of
thinking "I can't do this," to facing a challenge with new
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Join Our List

Would you like a
grandparent, relative, or
friend to receive the
Schechter newsletter?
Email ASobel@ssds-
hartford.org and include
the name, email address,
and relationship to
Schechter and we will
add them to our list!

approaches and strategies until they can.

 
The second reason is that multiple strategies help students
develop flexible thinking, which is essential for students to apply
knowledge to new contexts. Imagine, for an instance, a math
classroom where one algorithm is taught and practiced
repeatedly. The students learn the algorithm and are able to
successfully solve it in that particular context. They may later face a
challenge when the context changes and they haven't developed
enough flexible thinking, a fundamental aspect of problem solving.
When students are exposed to and learn multiple strategies, it
allows students to apply their knowledge rather than to simply
retrieve it. Flexible thinking develops higher-level problem solving
skills by giving students multiple approaches to solving a problem
and increasing their understanding of the relational nature of
numbers.
 
Finally, cognitive science research supports that comparing and
contrasting information promotes learning and creates a pathway
for flexible and transferable knowledge. Associate Professor Jon
Star at the Harvard Graduate School of Education explains, "In
math class, you should have opportunities to talk about different
approaches, and comparison helps us to think not only about what
works in mathematics, but also about how and why things work."

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OgAaPzfNXr4-lCtK2LGyakH_zBu5fymQdDo1o7nGB4J52KD4ZrUWn75-af9DneiVthazq3i1rNki9ArK7m1CpUyRmalVVrEBDyMDIGfOpX6XLUq-1_rTZHZll2BKPeO8yShNco4poLFzMcBFxz5WdBSCI_oQbcbZZTmk48iqXqlh-QEKX9M_XQ==&c=&ch=
mailto:llakenbach@ssds-hartford.org
http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/email.jsp?m=1100358239716


We LOVE RELISH!
1.19.18

 

 

 

 
One of Schechter's core values is Wisdom - Chochma, which we
understand as the application of knowledge in a thoughtful and
critical manner. We promote flexible thinking across content areas
so that we can best prepare our students to demonstrate wisdom
in the world.

Shabbat Shalom,
Andrea
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Follow Schechter on Twitter & Facebook!!!
 To keep up with all the happenings at SSDS, 

Follow us on Twitter HERE and on Facebook HERE

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OgAaPzfNXr4-lCtK2LGyakH_zBu5fymQdDo1o7nGB4J52KD4ZrUWn2jQNzwWiRjs4RwO7qzHyNsHY6UKGrERR7V8nA5HCEypl1HnV6WcdoTDEXCDYL7qtlpC8yp7dov0XjeU08U_Zg6datjXQhz0u-G9z37MHX6MLFgxWEU7MKShkRZN8nBLDa3IhNg4Stvuikw2O5sFg9w=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OgAaPzfNXr4-lCtK2LGyakH_zBu5fymQdDo1o7nGB4J52KD4ZrUWnxGQD3VkpsNMBMN3IMHQZLNaUY1Z5y0snPjvjGxX-kKa72npHYXgipIOUKoHkOD8zMzPFbcbQsscx676EO26rRumULyhp56G-Z_fUlLkY6LfazPNFFHQY64088HFB8Kh-tB4k8Allv18rzMm-yEcYrk1vetkrwO5mxm7LJZUKWqO95ht93omx6GImNJ3c_aIPrtqqMqmcuOuxxJKfJTSSWc=&c=&ch=
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Schechter Hoops off to Hot Start!

After averaging an impressive 53 points in their first three games,
the Solomon Schechter Scorpions faced their match against
Watkinson last week. Towards the end of the first half, with the
score showing  23-15, the Scorpions found their groove!  Intense
man-to-man defensive pressure and a couple adjustments on
offense led to an exciting 18-0 run, spanning from late 2nd quarter
into the early 3rd quarter, propelling Schechter to a 33-23 lead.  It
continued to be all Scorpions from there on out as they pulled
away for a 58-37 win.  You can find highlights of the Watkinson
game HERE. 
 
The victory marked the third win in as many tries against middle
school opponents.  In
their first two games
of the season,
Schechter outscored
opponents 102-29,
using stifling defense
to cause turnovers
and excellent
transition offense to
lead to many
baskets.  Then, the
Scorpions received a real test, this one against an in-town high
school opponent in HHNE.  Despite being undersized, Schechter
did not back down, leading the entire game until halfway through
the fourth quarter thanks to team defense and hot three-point
shooting.  Winning 53-45 heading into the final quarter of play,
fatigue and lack of height finally became a factor as HHNE pulled
away for a 63-56 win.  All in all, our Solomon Schechter Scorpions
learned two valuable lessons from its date with HHNE: they can
play with anyone and not to take anyone lightly.
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Gesher takes a Field Trip to Schechter!

Gesher students have been learning about the burning bush in
their Chumash unit. They took a "field trip" to our very own flame
on the mosaic floor outside the Beit Tefilah to see an artistic
representation of it. There, students discussed the symbolism of
the burning bush and noted that many Jewish organizations -
including Schechter - use this as their symbol. In

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OgAaPzfNXr4-lCtK2LGyakH_zBu5fymQdDo1o7nGB4J52KD4ZrUWn_xXg9sl-xWRxFOI0OD06Y4kEN8VoAwJmiafLuUNC2Y6p2H-CPe2-SjQUQ7TLwjF3rAEy8-kgq8WEKzIQicLUO84Bj4GPSPMr8YldKXO681RaDFbTGI19d-Yld7SHlOZVbrKXDfdt45ERd0_r5imp7nStShKXPyeUe69D08h_PYj&c=&ch=


 

EC RELISH

discussing the
connection
between the
burning bush, Judaism
and studying Torah,
students made some
interesting
observations. 
 

 
Anya , a fourth grader,

said, "the burning bush is like the Torah because it never stopped
burning and we never stop learning the Torah. Moses was drawn
towards the bush  and wanted to know more about it. We keep
coming to the Torah because we want to learn more." 
 
Fifth grader,
Jeremy, had a
different
interpretation: "I
think the burning
bush symbolizes
the power of God
and what he can
do. It shows us
the small, yet
important things
that helped the
people of Israel leave Egypt, and that this one thing has a lot of
power." 
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MS students honor Julius Lester: exploring his beautiful
legacy of finding the potential of the human soul. 

Last week, the world lost a beautiful, soulful voice with the death
of Julius Lester, a man who touched the hearts of countless third
grade students at Schechter.  On the surface, it would seem that
Mr. Lester, an African-American and the son of a Methodist
minister, would have little in common with our Schechter students,
let alone have any influence.  Yet, he had great impact on their
understanding of text and appreciation of the the beauty of
language.

Mr. Lester lived an eclectic life. He was a folk singer, and with Pete
Seeger, he wrote an instructional guitar book for budding folk
singers. He was a renowned photographer whose sharp eye was
later reflected his attention to detail and imagery in his writing,
gifting us with phrases such as his description of angels "sitting on
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clouds like wishes on the razor blade of hope."  Eventually, Mr.
Lester joined the faculty of the University of Massachusetts in
Amherst as a member of the African American Studies and then
Judaic and Near Eastern Studies departments.

Discovering that one of his
great-grandparents was
Jewish, Mr. Lester
undertook an exploration of
what that meant and later
converted to Judaism.  As
an adult, he was extremely
outspoken on behalf of
African-Americans, Jews
and Israel, often finding
himself under attack by
various groups.

What does all of this have to
do with eight year old
students at Solomon
Schechter?  It all comes down to a delightful short book entitled
"When the Beginning Began," a collection of traditional and
modern-day midrashim based on the days of creation.  For years,
as each new class of third graders began their study of Breishit
with the creation of the world, it was our treat to read Mr. Lester's
commentary in story form as we compared the midrash to the
actual text of the Torah.  

Several years ago, one particular class was so taken by the writing
that they asked if they could write to Mr. Lester.  Each student
wrote what s/he loved the most about the book, referencing
specific sections and word choices, and several students included
midrashim that they, themselves, wrote.  A few weeks later, the
class, taught by Mrs. Nancy Rosen, received a response from Mr.
Lester in which he expressed how overwhelmed he was by their
letters, how moved by their own midrashim and how grateful he
was to our students for sharing their learning with him.  It was an
unbelievable day for both students and Mrs. Rosen!
 
This week, to honor
Mr. Lester's memory,
Mrs. Rosen read three
short selections from
this wondrous book to
the Middle School
students and asked
them to choose a
passage for personal
reflection.  The results
were powerful, a meeting of the Mr. Lester's words and the souls



of our students.

"Maybe it means that we should talk to everyone as if it is God."  8th
grader, Michael, commented, "I agree with this statement
because if we were to do this, then we would choose our words
more carefully, and we would respect everyone.  If this happened,
I think that the world would have more peace and not a lot of wars.

"Last will be the Individual Soul, that part of myself I give each
person to care for." Lilian, a 7th grader, wrote, "I have learned
from this quote that God cared so much that God took the time
and effort to put a piece of God's self into each and every human.  I
feel happy that I have been specifically crafted to be me and that I
can use the part of God that I have in my way."

Another passage from Lester, in which he writes in the voice of an
angel reacting to the creation of humans:  "I know.  But they get
the chance to finish what God began.  Isn't that incredible?"  7th
grader, Harris , reflected, "I liked this quote because God wants
people to have a chance to finish what God began...I also think
that God is trying to say that the world is never fully finished and
every day, people can create and invent new things to change the
world and make it a better place...God is being very unselfish which
is good and very kind because God doesn't want the world to be
His world.  God want it to be everyone's world."  8th grader, Jack,
summed it up so beautifully.  "I think that we are doing a good job
advancing.  All we need to work on now is being kind to each other.
We shouldn't drown ourselves in war, but in happiness."

Julius Lester would be proud to know that our Schechter students
carry on his legacy of the firm belief in the potential of every human
soul to strive for repair and completion of God's magnificent world.
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SAVE THE DATE!
 

Parents Night Out @ Muse Paintbar,
 Monday March 19 

Bar opens at 6:30 - Painting Starts at 7:00 PM  Cost is
$40/pp

Come out and paint with other Schechter parents.  
We have the backroom reserved for us, but seating is

limited to the first 22 people.  
So please register as soon as possible. 

Use the following private link to register HERE

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OgAaPzfNXr4-lCtK2LGyakH_zBu5fymQdDo1o7nGB4J52KD4ZrUWn_xXg9sl-xWRRcvk2z9oV3qhpI3wb2sM7HLbU5MB3eET3J-5MOx7q82oj0007D6BTdsm4EGw5tVu-5LHGyJARXW-bvO1uGMIwKWyq9VGkFxW1aVFY91HwZ729TVWdHDjni_VZeWPk8dgEddpz0Rvb2Y=&c=&ch=
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A Great Big THANK YOU to Rabbi
Rosenbaum from Parparim
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Middle Schoolers Interview the Interviewer!

On Tuesday, Rogow Middle School hosted Mr. Ryan Caron King, a
journalist for Connecticut's National Public Radio affiliate, WNPR.
As a follow-up to the students' previous studies on Puerto Rico,
King discussed reports of how Puerto Rican families are coping in
the wake of Hurricane Maria. King primarily did photography and
video for NPR on his multiple trips to the island, and he shared with
our students videos and radio broadcasts covering stories about
how the families are tackling the challenges of both rebuilding the
island and adjusting to life in Connecticut.

The students enjoyed meeting



 an NPR reporter, seeing the
"before" and "after" pictures
from the island, and listening to
the audio stories shared from
people he'd interviewed. They
especially loved asking him
questions including:

how are people coping?
what is being done to
help them?
why have recovery efforts
taken so long?
why some people were
still without electricity
and clean water so many
months later?

They didn't shy away from asking the difficult questions! Ari was
impressed with King's persistence as a reporter, noting, "when he
went to Puerto Rico right after the storm, his drone broke. But
when he returned a few months later, he brought a new drone to
photograph the destruction caused by the hurricane." Another
student was surprised to learn that "recent photographs show the
trees in Puerto Rico without leaves, which is normal during
Connecticut winters, but that isn't supposed to be the case in a
tropical climate!"

 
You can read more of his reports

HERE
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OgAaPzfNXr4-lCtK2LGyakH_zBu5fymQdDo1o7nGB4J52KD4ZrUWn_xXg9sl-xWRibwUZdyUOrcnhDZnOGkpxK-1l9wGlb9H8jVPrZiyeVeqvr4QToBoeRu14aXc_MR-HCq4gmHQl6aG_0KiTeOXMtqG39Hr8h1hD2QFn-qKryDoyLtafw-C-q3CkE4rkF8O&c=&ch=


 

6th Grade explores Ancient Egypt, and all its wonders!

The sixth grade humanities class recently completed its unit on 
Ancient Egypt. The students
explored how the Nile
created the perfect
conditions for the
development of a great
civilization. 
 
Pauline noted, "I thought it
was cool that the Nile flows
upstream instead of
downstream!"  
 
The students each
researched their own topic
about Ancient

Egypt, wrote an informational essay, and then turned what they
learned into a powerpoint presentation to share with the class.
The students
researched the
different animals of
Ancient Egypt
(including cats,
crocodiles and
snakes), the curse of
King Tut, Egyptian
jewelry, Egyptian gods
and river transport.  
Talia  stated, "Egypt is
such an interesting
subject.  There is so
much to learn about. 
You could spend your
whole life studying
Egypt."  
 
Miriam felt that the
best part was making pyramids in the art studio with Ms. Van. 
The students enjoyed having the opportunity to approach their
studies from a cross-curricular perspective!   
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Donate to the Makerspace!!



 Do you have unused items around your house, basement, etc? The
LowTech Makerspace would LOVE your 

old newspapers, used paint, tools, wood, or anything you can
repurpose! 

Please contact Ms.Van at rvanbindsbergen@ssds-hartford.org
with any questions or to schedule a pick up!
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Purim is coming!!! 

We have officially launched this years Purim  basket
( Mishloach Manot) fundraiser.  

We hope all families will participate and send Purim greetings to
their friends, teachers and Rabbis.

 
We are seeking volunteers to help pack Purim baskets on Sunday

Feb. 25 from 9-12 at school. 
Any amount of time you can help is greatly appreciated. This is a

great opportunity for middle school students to earn community
service hours. We also need volunteers to deliver Purim baskets to

community members on Thursday March 1. 
Delivery routes can be done at your leisure and usually entails 12-15

deliveries. 
 

Please contact Leah Berson at ohboyz@comcast.net if you are
able to assist with packing and or delivering. 
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Save the Date for Ner Tamid!

   

Save the Date for Ner Tamid!
 

Evening of Sunday, April 29, 2018
at Beth El Temple

 
This year's honorees are Eric and Jessica Zachs and

their children,  
Ben and Paige, Jacob, and Zoë.  

The Zachs family exemplifies Schechter's core values of
Chochma (Wisdom), Klal Yisrael (Community) and
Lev Tov (Good Heart). We hope you will join us to

celebrate Schechter and our honorees. 
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Have you shopped at the Crown Lately?



Stop By the Crown Market TODAY!
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 On Sunday, February 4, 2018, 
celebrate the World Wide Wrap 

at the Emanuel Synagogue 
(160 Mohegan Drive, West Hartford) 

and join congregations from around the world
performing the Mitzvah of wrapping Tefillin. 

 At 9:00am, receive interactive Tefillin wrapping
instructions.  

At 10:00am, experience a lively, musical, family-friendly,
shortened morning service

 10:30-11:30am, enjoy brunch prepared by the Emanuel
Brotherhood, Sisterhood, Minyonaires, Religious

School and Ritual Committee.  
This Federation of Jewish Men's Clubs program is free

and open to the community, family and friends.  No



RSVP required.  
Contact tdbomzer@gmail.com for more info
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Audrey So bel and Rhianno n Van Bindsbergen, Co -Edito rs
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